August 2020 Chinese Placement Test

Chinese Placement Test August 2020

EAS Majors and Specialists who already have competency or proficiency in Mandarin may take a Placement Test to fulfill the language requirement. If students pass the test, they must take Society-Culture courses (or Japanese or Korean language courses) to replace the language courses they would have taken. Tests take place twice per year, in the early fall and the spring. Students must submit this form two weeks in advance in order to register for the test.

Email address *

Valid email address

This form is collecting email addresses. Change settings

Please note that you will receive a copy of your answers at the email provided above. If you do not, please email eas.undergrad@utoronto.ca

Description (optional)

I will be taking the test on: *

- Thursday, August 27 – Placement Test for EAS Specialists (ONLINE)
- Friday, August 28 – Placement Test for EAS Majors (ONLINE)

First name (exactly as it appears on ACORN): *

Short answer text
Surname (exactly as it appears on ACORN): *

Short answer text

Student number: *

Short answer text

U of T email address (the department will use this address to communicate with you): *

Short answer text

Language: *

- Traditional characters
- Simplified characters

Level *

- Competency test for MAJORS
- Proficiency test for SPECIALISTS

Have you taken the Chinese Placement Test before? *

- Yes